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EXECUTIVE SUH14ARY 

This report presents the findings and recommendations of 

Alfred J. DiBernardo Hanagement Consultants evaluation of the 

Henry street Settlement Supported Employment for Adolescents 

Program. The evaluation effort commenced on October 15, 1976, 

whereas the first clients had entered SEA as early as May, 1975. 

However, by reconstructing client data records, DMC was able 

to address all 103 SEA clients who had entered the program be-

tween its first operational month and August, 1977. 

PRINCIPLE ISSUES ADDRESSED 

were: 

The principle issues addressed in the evaluation effort 

e Definition of SEA Target Population 

e Extent of SEA's Basic Effectiveness (defined 
as SEA' a ability to engage clients, maintain 
client program participation and obtain a 
"positive" client termination). 

o Effectiveness of SEA's Resources and Specific 
Methods of Service 

e SEA's Impact on: 

- Anti-Social Behavior (recidivism) 
Pre-Vocational and Personal' Social 

Development 
- School. Engagement and Participation 

G SEA's Costs vs. Costs of Institutional Care 

Target Population 

Case stud..v end statistical data: indicated that SEA's clients 
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constituted a highlY disadvantaged population. This group viaS, 

however, a'heterogeneous one comprised of Blacks, Hispanics, 

Whites and other races, both Inale and female. An evendistri-

bution of client age at intake within the' program's eligibility 

criteria (Ill through 16 years) contributed to client diversity. 

Similarly, clients evi(1enced an array of dysfunction in critical 

areas of arrest histories (37% with 0 or 1 prior arrests; 38% 

with 2 or ~; 25% with 4 and up to 14 prior arrests); truancy/ 

school achievement; prior placement out of home, and so on. 

SEA Basic Effectiveness 

As of August, 1977,63 of the 103 SEA clients had terminated 

from the program. 'Of this group, 4 clients had "graduated" with 

an expecta~ion that an additional 9 clients would graduate in 

the near future. Graduation from SEA implied that the program, 

had been effectiv~ in terms of engaginG and maintaining client 

participation to obtain requisite improvement in functioning 

(anti-social, pre-vocational and related personal/social behaviors). 

Short of graduation, an additional 13 clients vrere terminated 

for "positive" reasons such as the client's desire to find a 

full-time job. Forty of the terminations were not positive, 

but rather resulted from failure of clients to attend the program 

and similar problems. 

Underlying these-termination outcomes were yarious lengths 

of client stay and monthly attendance .patterns. Wi th respect 

of length of stay, 30% of SEA's clients terminated rapidly 
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(within 3 months) ~ and 56') 'Within one year. Contraryw:i.se, 29% 

of SEA I s clients were in the program over 22 months. Attendance 

varied widely, but certain pattel'ns were discernable. Generally, 

a client I s first month' in SEA "TaS ",ell attended (average of 75%). 

'Attendance dropped, hO'lvever, on the average of 30% over the ne:>.-t 

few months, but then rose steadily to a ·level slightly above 

the first month's performance. Of course, eli,ents who terminated 

for reasons of failure to participate evidenced drops in atten

dance in the month ( s) prior to terminatJi!on. 

In summary, these variou.s measures indicate that the pro

gram was basically effective for one-third of the population 

~,d engaged and maintained participation of a second-third for 

about one year. However, the program was not able to engage 

a final third of its clients. 

This variation in progralll effectiveness may be explained 

in part by characteristics of the target popUlation prior to 

SEA intake. Specifically. there appears to be a strong negative 

correlation behreen SEAls ability to maintain client participa

tion and extent of client prior court history. Data which com

pares client termination rates to the number of clients SEA 

attempted to serve over the months also indicates a (less clear) 

trend betv.reen caseload siz.e and termination rates. 

Effectiveness of SEA Resources and Service Methods 

The service resources utilized by SEA included: 

$ supported work projects 

o group ~ld individUal counselirtg 
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o educational couneeling ancl tutoring 

c r'efcrra+ and advocacy 

o family liaison 

The method by '1trhich these resources were drawn upon was 

basically a team approach, with the members of the tewn consist-

. ing of the Cre'1tT member I s Hproj ect leaderH
, the program's counselor, 

.. 
and the SEA educational liaison. The activities YThich defined the 

team approach consisted of ongoing observation of the youth by 

team members and a weekly ca.se conference and periodic (i. e. , 

monthly) assessments. 

An extensive analysis of SEA's resources and methods was 

not attempted in this evaluation. However, anecdotal data sup-

ported a limited set of observations. 

Clients reported that they found certain SEA work proj ects 

(e.g., park and sanitation work) to be boring or disagreeable, 

and conversely expressed interest in projects involving carpentry, 

electronics and similar efforts. A number of clients expressed 

the view that the S~_ stipend, while initially attractive, was 

not ultimately viewed as sufficient elld should be increased. 

Clients described SEA I S efforts very favorably, -often cre-

diting counselors for supporting ch,anges in behavior or attitudes. 

Clients were particularly apt to favor counselors (and staff 

generally) perceived to have had Hstreet backgrounds'~ similar 

to their own. 

SEA 1:3 efforts in educational c01.Ulseling and tutoring were 

perceive.d too be effectfve 9Y educational.staff and many clients, 

However, 'the level of rC!iources available was viewed as insuf-

·ficient. 



The most frequent referral/advocacy: role of SEA "laS support 

of o:::lients :1.n the family court s:),stem. Clients reported that 

snch support \-,as a contributing motive to maintaining program 

participation. 

" 
Finally, family liaison activities, though linti.ted, were 

vie"tred a$ effective 'by those clients \-'hose family related problems 

could be addressed 'by changes in their, own behavior. However, 

there were nwnerous examples given by staff and clients of more 

serious family problems which appeared to require attention by 

a comprehensive family service, rather than vi'a SEA's (limited) 

fam.ily liaison activities. 

Impact Recidivism 

Based upon a variety of evaluation measur~s, it was ascer-

tained that SEA generally acted to reduce client anti-social 

behavior and arrests for clients wbile in the program. However, 

the ext.ent of SEA' 5 impact was found to relate to the degree 

of client court involvement 111'ior to SEA intake. Not surpris-

ingly, the extent of reduction in arrests '\o,hich SEA obtained 

was less for the serious (prior) offender than for the clients 

with fe", prior arrests. There were, hO'\-.Tever, a handful of ex-

ceptions to this trend. 

An interesting finding was that SEA's impact on recidivism 

appeared (part iculal'ly for llhigh ri sk" groups) to 'be tr ansi tory 

in two ways. First, . while the arrest rate for cliE;nts dropped 

dramatically in the early months of prognl.!ll participaM.on, it 

rose again fifter 10ngp:l.'Ogrsm stays. Secondly t arl'est rates 

\-lere found to rise for clients a.ft~r they terminated ;from SEA. 
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The possibility of chwIges in the relative severity of 

offenses for which clients were arrested (prior to and during 

SEA involvement) ,·ras also examined, but no clear pattern was 

discernable. 

vlhile these findings ,·rere derived f.rom small samples, they 

parallel those reported illlder Program Effectiveness. Namely) 

SEA appears to work well for certain clients, but to be of much 

less value to others. 

Pre-Vocational Skills 

Attendance data for SEA clien~s indicates that the program 

was able to positively impact work attendance for most clients. 

SEA's policy also called for impact on a variety of behaviors 

other than attendance (e. g., preparation for work, follo"ring 

instructions, etc.). An attempt to utilize a behavior obser .... a-

tion record for evaluation in these areas did not succeed. How-

ever, anecdotal (interview) data indicates that clients credited 

SEA for increased ability in gene:t;al sod,alization skills related 

to \-lark. Accordingly, such negative behaviors as verbal abuse, 

backtalk and inappropriate responses to supervision were reported 

to have been ameliorated, at least in sample cases. 

School 

SEA's policy vis-a.-vis education was to increase client 

enrollment an~;! or school attendance. Unfortunately, the educa-

tiona1 deficits of many of SEA.' s clients were staggt;ring including 

functional illiteracy and long truancy histories. Concomnlitantly ~ 



data by which to ass~ss SEA's impact in education vas limited. 

Basically, it w,as found that SEA was 'able to pursue the desired 

impact in certain cases through l'ekindling interest in reading 

and math through tutorins, advocating for client placement in 

special or appropriate classroom settings, preparation of clients 

for GEDls (equivalency diploma exams), etc, 

However, SEA I S impact vis-a-vis educational status was cer

tainly not generally sufficient to overcome the large educational 

deficits of the population. It should be noted that the primary 

responsibility for addressing clients educational needs rests 

with the educational system and not SEA. The limited supportive 

activities in which SEA was engaged are dependent for effectiveness 

upon a linkage with responsive school syst'ems. But, for may SEA 

clients, the appropriate educational resources simply could not 

. be identified within the currelTt system. 

Costs 

The daily cost for SK~ clients was determined to be about 

$24.00. This cost is less th~~ half of the costs of institutional 

care for ~uvenile offenders. 

RECOMlvlENDAT IONS 

,'l'ypic;ally, program evaluation recommendations take the fonn 

of specific sug[;estions for changes in program design or level 

of effort. 

Unfortunately, the amount and quality of data available 

for ,the SEA evaluation does not penllit DMC to make recommendations 
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of a specific na:Cure. Rather~ the intent herein is to review 

the most interesting trends in the evaluation findings and to 

offer alternative explanations for these trends. While these 

discussions may suggest methods for improving the SEA strategy, 

an underlying need exists for continuing and exten~ive research. 

Hith these caveats in mind, m4C "reconunendati ons ll will be 

presented under the headings of recidivism, work, and education. 

Recidivism 

The findings indicated that SEA's greatest impact was upon' 

clients who entered SEA with modest pr~or arrest histories (less 

than 4 offenses). In part, this impact appeared to be due to 

a parallel phenomena of SEA effectiveness. Specifically, SEAts 

ability to engage and/or maintain clients through a IIpositive" 

termination .TaS greater for clients with modest arrest histories. 

Hence, it appears as if SEA's effectiveness and impact could 

be improved by focusing the program on~clients who have not yet 

become IIhard core" offenders. 

With respect to the more serious offender groups, the data 

can only support a cautious. statement that programs such as SEA 

should not hold high expectations for dramatic reduction in re-

cidivism rates. The sustained participation of such groups for 

extended periods' is difficult to ~naintain. Hhile there were 

individual SEA clients with ,extensive prior arrest histories 

for whom dramatic reductiqns' in arrest rates and long program 

stays were aChieved, further re,search would be required to 
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determine whether or not sub-groups of such hi,gh risk clients 

(w'hich arc likely to benefit fro:ll SEA) could be identified or 

whether modifications to the SEA strateg.}r would increase pro-

gram impact and effectiveness for such clients. 

'l'he recidivism findings were somewhat complica.ted, ho.rever, 

by the data which showed an idiosyncratic "jmnp" in arrests for 

clients in SEA over 22 months, and a. general. trend t.o increased 

recidivism once clients left SEA. Hence, in aggregate SEA's 

impact. appeared to be short lived. Hovrever, it must be remembered 

that such aggregate data masks th'e fact that individual clients 

did remain arrest free past SEA termination. Given the small 

number of SEA graduates (N=)I), analysis to determine whether 

there was a relationship bet"reen client status at termination 

and post program arrest rates could not be meaningfully attempted. 

It should be further noted that the findings do not indicate 

how or why SEA reduces recidivism, irrespective of different 

degrees of success vrith different client groups. For example; 

it might be that SEA reduces recidivism simply by "occupying" 

youth "'ho vrould otherwise devote their time to street life. 

This possibility might be vie'l-red as supported by the drop in 

arrests found to occur as soon as clients entered SEA and the 

concommitant rise in arrests following termination. On the other 

hand, SEA's impact may be based upon more complex dynamics such 

as effects on client motivation, a:t'fect~ goals and similar con-

structs. These effects are suggested by client interview re~ 

sponses such as "SEA taught me I don't have to be tough and. 



looking for trouble"; "I ,ras stupid to take the risk of being 

In the absence of an explanation of how SEA effects re-

duced recidivism, it is difficult to fashion further recommen-

dations for the program. If SEA's impact is due primarily to 

occupying youth, then obtaining 101,1g length of client stay vTould 

be critical. Concommita.ntly, strategies for increasing the at-

tractiveness of SEA to clients should-be explored (e.g., higher 

pay, more "interesting projects"). This might imply less emphasis 

on developing pre-vocatfonal skills and behavioral change unless 

such goals were clearly perceived to be important by clients. 

On the other hand, to the extent that changes in motivation, 

affect or similar phenomena underlie SEA's impact, the current 

focus on personal/social adjustment and pre-vocational skill is 

highly appropriate. It might be found (through further research) 

that clients who in fact acquire the.se attributes (i. e., graduate) 

lnake long lasting gains against recidivism. 

vlork 

The finqings vis-a-vis work raise two interesting issues--

the relationshiJ? of the SEA 1wrk st~ategy to p;rogram effectiveness 

ana. the relations11ip of pre-vocational skill acquisition to client 

status after termination. 

The relationship bet",een program effectiveness and work 

was suggested by client cOlrunents on the content of SEA work pro-

jects and the SEA stip~nd (Le. ,. the c.ontent became perceived 
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as "boring" and the stipend as insufficient). These comments 

suggest that ElEA might increase t.he length of client participa

til.)n by developing projects viewed by crew members as interesting 

and/or by increasing the stipend. 

A related issue is the relationship of pre-vocational skill 

acquisition to the SEA client's future. Hhile SEA may succeed 

in developing such skills, it doe,S not command the availability 

of training or entry level jab slots in the cagnnunity. Accordingly, 

it is highly possible for a SEA client to obtain "graduation readi

ness", but for there to be a lack of work opportunities to ",hich 

the client could in fact graduate. In such situations, clients 

" could be vieved as "stymied" in SEA, which may explain derrogatory 

comments on SEA work projects and stipend made by long stay clients 

and program dropouts. 

In short, SEA's efforts vith respect to work may be nullified 

in the absence of a system of youth supports to which former 

clients can transition smoothly. Moreover, should clients grad

uate from SEA (n.' terminate in the hope of securing training or" 

employment and not locate these resources, SEA's impact on reci

divism may be lost. This ,,!ould clearly be the case if SEA's 

effect on recidivism is via "occupying youth", since the unem

ployed SEA terminee would be at risk of return to street life. 

Similarly, should SEA's impact obtain through effect on client 

motivation, affect and similar phenomena, these bene fits could 

be lost in the face of prolonged umnet client expectations for 

. training or employment. 



Education 

A pa.rallel problem to the la.ck of a responsive vocational 

,system to which SEA could relate was found ,.,ith respect to edu-

cation. Specifically, although SEA obtaining incl:ernental gains 

in client interest and engagement in education, an appropriate 

l1educational slot" could not be rouud for many clients. 

Necessary recommendations for basic changes to the educu-

tional system per se are clearly beyond the scope of this eval-

uation study. vlliat can be recommended is that planners of projects 

such as SEA anticipate the demands which will be placed on staff 

time to attempt to broker the educational (system) for clients. 

Similarly, further research 'is required to dete:rmine the reJ.ation-

ship between client I s educational status and needs, and the 

addressing of these needs vs. program success in reducing reci-

divism. It should be recognized that many clients tenninate 

from SEA with educational in addition or opposed to vocational 

objectives. Accordingly, gains against recidivism may be lost 

if terminated clients find educational resources unava~lable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Clearly, the SEA strategy evidences impact on reducing re-

cidivisIn even if the most demonstrable change is for cli(~nts 

rlth modest arrest histories and the recidivism impact is limited 

to the period of progrrun participation. A~ noted, however, there 

. were positive exceptions to these trends in the forln of1high 

risk" clients with reduced recidivism and gains against recidivi.sm 
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which persisted post termination. Further l:esearch is required 

to explain these exceptions and fashion supportive SEA strategies. 

The trends which were discovered, however, indicate that 

programs such as SEA cannot be viewed as a total response to 

the proQlem of delinquency. Rather, a system of youth supports 

(particularly vocational and educational) apr-ear to be reQuired 

into .,hich SEA efforts could be integrated. 

Accordingly, it appears that demonstration and research 

of an integrated youth service model for juvenile offenders hold 

the promise of addressing many of the outstanding issues from 

the current evaluation, as well as providing for a comprehensive 

analysis of the relationship of vocational and educational ser-

vices to reduced recidivism .. 
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